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MOTIVATION
Impact of the QR Algorithm
• Top 10 algorithm of the 20th century;
• 190.000 documents (scholar.google);
• SIAM/LA prizes;
• 12.500 hits on Wikipedia (last 90 days).
Motivation
• Classic QR on Hessenberg matrices.
• Why only Hessenberg matrices?
• Can we do better?
MAIN TOOL: DETAILED QR FACTORIZATIONJUGGLING ROTA ORS
Core of the algorithm: manipulate rotators  , arrows indicate the action of the rotator.
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• A = QR ∈ Rn×n,
• Q factored in n− 1 rotators,
• R upper triangular.
• Achievable via unitary similarity.
Examples
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Flow of the algorithm
• Introduce the bulge, which equals an inappropriate rotator.
• Chase untill the end: pass through R, turnover, and do a similarity.
• At the end: fuse the rotator.
















































































• Aggressive early deflation.
• Piping tightly packed bulges.
• Generalized eigenvalue problem:
n3 admissable pencil types (A,B).
Future tasks
• Fortran implementation.
• Predicting the desired shape.
PROPERTIES









• Convergence determined by shifts µj and shape (powers). Subspace iteration driven by
(A− µ1)(A− µ2) · · · (A− µk)(A− µk+1)−1(A− µk+2)−1 · · · (A− µm)−1.
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